
The SICURO Titanium Cage from SILCA

Aerospace materials and construction with versatile mounting
solution

The SICURO Titanium is the classic Ti bottle cage re-engineered with an eye for the details that

you’ve come to expect from SILCA. Each cage is hand-made at SILCA's Indianapolis

headquarters using custom manufacturing processes and a state of the art laser welder, the first

of its kind in the bicycle industry.

Made from ultra-lightweight aerospace-grade titanium tubing, these cages also feature unique

oval-shaped eyelets which allow fore/aft adjustability to account for differences in mounting

locations from frame to frame, enabling riders to place cages precisely where they want them.

Why create bottle cages using premium materials and aerospace technology? SICURO Ti cages

are part of the Ultimate product line with the Shield Warranty; which means SILCA guarantees

they’ll last for twenty-five years.  They are confident the 3-2.5 Titanium and precise laser welds

will endure. After the bending and welding process, each cage is then polished by hand, sealed

and finally stamped with the SILCA shield on the base plate before being packaged and shipped.



Specs:

Seamless 3-2.5 titanium tubing

Extended adjustment mounting

Low-profile 6-4 titanium mounting bolts

29 grams w/o bolts
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ABOUT TWOTONE AMSTERDAM

We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.

Twotoneams.nl

SILCA was founded in 1917 by Felice Sacchi outside of Milan, Italy. SILCAwas the first company

to put gauges on pumps, the first to produce a true ‘high-pressure’ frame pump and the first to

work with revolutionary lightweight material plastic after the end of WWII, and later the first to

bring CO2 to roadside inflation. Today SILCA is located in Indianapolis, IN where it continues

to build iconic products that utilize the finest materials and craftsmanship available.
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